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Project Background 
 

 

 

 

The suggestion for the formation of this Process Management team was co-sponsored 

by Jean Poth and Ron Taber and reads: 

 

“This team would be responsible for developing an institution-wide process for 

scheduling events on campus (including: maintaining an on-line events 

calendar/database, developing “prioritization” policies for internal space 

reservation, and improving cross-departmental communication).” 

 

This project has been undertaken to create processes and procedures that will 

encourage clarity and efficiency.  Some of the challenges that precipitated this project 

are: 

 

 Increase of inventory of rooms including: 

 Osgood Street 

 Technology Center 

 Behrakis One Stop Student Services Center 

 

 Decrease of rooms inventory due to rooms taken “off line” and are no longer 

available. 

 

 Additional Site Coordinators who are responsible for scheduling specific 

space for internal users. 

 

 Update of Guide to Facilities Use, Policy and Procedures (the current Guide 

pre-dates the advent of personal computers). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project Statement 

 
 

To improve events scheduling and communication by standardizing college-wide 

processes as measured by time efficiency, cost savings, and clarity of the process. 
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Operational Definitions 
 

 

Internal User: Any NECC staff or faculty requesting the use of NECC facilities to conduct 

college-related business. 

 

External User: Anyone who is not an NECC staff or faculty member requesting to rent/use 

NECC facilities. 

 

Facilities Coordinator: Person responsible for scheduling all conference room space at 

NECC as well as handling most external space requests.  The Facilities Coordinator is also 

responsible for receiving requests for special room setups and overtime for Security, 

Maintenance, Computer Services and AV. 

 

Site Coordinator: Person responsible for scheduling a specific space at NECC for internal 

users (i.e. computer labs, audio visual rooms, and restricted use rooms).  The Site 

Coordinators work with the Facilities Coordinator when special needs are requested by the 

user. 

 

Restricted Use Rooms: Rooms that are only available to internal and external users under 

special circumstances (i.e. President‟s, CPAC, and EMSS conference rooms). 

 

Facility Confirmation Form: A form that is currently used to request any additional 

services that are needed when you are requesting a space at NECC.   

 

Web Based Facility Request Form: A form that the subcommittee and IT staff will work on 

creating in Phase III of this project.  This form will allow users to request a specific room or 

describe what type of room they would like to use.   This form will also allow users to 

request any additional services they might need pertaining to their specific room request. 

 

Scheduling Book: A manual tool that allows the Facilities Coordinator to make hand written 

entries into a field including contact person, phone number, date, time, room and name of an 

event. 

 

BANNER/SLAEVNT Form: A software tool that allows the Facilities Coordinator and Site 

Coordinators to enter into a field a specific date, time, room and name of an event. 

 

NECC Intranet Events Management Reports: A site on the NECC website that currently 

allows anyone with access to the intranet to view all events that have been scheduled on the 

BANNER/SLAEVNT form.  This calendar works by the user putting in a specific date or 

dates.   

 

Web Based Calendar: An online location that will house all events that have been 

scheduled at NECC.  This online calendar (to be developed in Phase II of this project) will be 

available for viewing by the internal NECC community as well as the external community. 
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Defining the Current Process 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The flow charts on the following pages outline the 

current Event Scheduling Process at Northern Essex.  

The process is shown as it pertains to the: 

 

 Facilities Coordinator 

 Site Coordinators (Attachment A) 
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Analysis of Current Situation 
 

 

 

 

Creating a Relations Diagram helped the team to see the relationships among a brainstormed 

list of key elements in event planning, scheduling and communication. The arrows indicate a 

direct relationship between the individual items. 

 

The items with the most arrows flowing away from them indicate the strongest root causes. 

These were common policies (7), checklist of details (5) and central location of information 

(5). Addressing these items would be the most beneficial in improving the scheduling 

process. 

 

Arrows flowing into the issues indicate root effects. The strongest root effects indicated were 

marketing (7), consistent signage (5), communication (4), and rooms available (4). These are 

the items that should most benefit from addressing the root causes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cause of Current Outcomes 
 

 

 

 

The team next created a fishbone diagram to illustrate how the lack of common policies 

affects the institution. Please note that there is one (1) Facilities Coordinator and nine (9) Site 

Coordinators scheduling rooms (other than academic classrooms) at NECC.  

 

After studying the fishbone diagram, three main concepts emerge: 

 

 Lack of a one-step scheduling process hinders efficiency and is confusing for both 

internal and external customers who want to schedule a room for an event.  

 A single, comprehensive calendar is not available for either internal or external 

customers. 

 Banner is not being utilized effectively. 
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 Root causes:       Root effects:   

 Common policies (7)       Marketing (7)   

 Checklist of details (5)      Consistent signage (5)  

 Central location of information (5)     Communication (4)   

         Room availability (4)   

Common 
Policies 
       7-0  Knowledge of 

room availability 
2 - 4  

Communication 
(details, policies) 
          2 - 4  

Central 
location of 
information/ 
data  
    5 - 2  Checklist of 

details - what 
will provide 
success  5 - 2 

Consistent 
signage  2 - 5  

Marketing 
0 - 7  

Adequate 
staffing  
3 - 2  

Relationship Diagram 

Key Elements in Event Planning, Scheduling, Communication 
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How the lack of 
Common Policies 
affects the institution  

Fishbone Diagram 
 
 

 
 

          
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

   

           
           

           

           
           

           
 

      

 

 

 
 

 

  

  

  

     

           
           

           

           
           
           

           
           
           

           

           

           

Plant  Policies  

Procedures 
Procedures  

People  

Not all facility rooms are 
available to everyone  

Banner is not 
user friendly 

Banner does not currently 
meet user's needs 

 

Unclear who to call to 
book a particular room 

No central data 
repository of room 
availability 

No single comprehensive 
calendar of all events  

 Existing facilities confirmation form 
does not meet universal needs  

College personnel don't 
understand which rooms 
are available  

Different coordinators have 
different needs  

Employees are often 
unable to assist people 
with questions  

Lack of communication 
between coordinators 

Lack of updated formal 
policies and procedures  

Existing policies are not 
available campus wide 

Not everyone 
uses Banner 

Environment 
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Improvement Theory and Implementation Plan 
 

Improvement Theory 
 

The goal of this project was to standardize and automate the institution-wide process for 

scheduling events on campus, and to create a calendar on which these events could be viewed 

by both internal and external users. 

 

Following fact-gathering activities the team concluded that this project should be carried out 

in three phases as follows: 

 

Phase I 

 

 immediately standardize facility scheduling process by requiring the Facilities 

Coordinator and all Site Coordinators to use Banner system to enter all facility 

requests so that basic event information is gathered in one place 

 Facilities Coordinator will provide immediate training for all Site Coordinators on 

BANNER/SLAEVNT 

 work with Marketing/Communications to create an NECC web page link entitled 

“Events Management” containing contact information for all Facility and Site 

Coordinators to make the process more accessible for the end user; college-wide 

e-mail will be sent to notify users that the NECC “Events Management” link is up 

and running with Facility and Site Coordinators information and calendar information 

 

Phase II 
 

 create a sub-committee to work with IT to initiate the development of a Banner 

product that will provide a permanent solution to standardizing the facility scheduling 

process and will allow internal and external users to view scheduled events 

 input and upload all events currently scheduled but not listed in BANNER/SLAEVNT  

 Facilities Coordinator will update the policies and procedures including:   

1. identifying rooms that can and cannot be used for events  

2. updating NECC “Guide to Facilities Use, Policy and Procedures” 

3. uploading “Guide to Facilities Use, Policy and Procedures” to NECC website 

 

Phase III 

 

 work with IT to develop a Banner form to collect information from users requesting 

room reservations and any related services 

 continue to work with IT on developing a Banner product that will provide a 

permanent solution to standardizing the facility scheduling process and will allow 

internal and external users to view scheduled events 

 train Facilities Coordinator and Site Coordinators on usage of the new product 

 educate the college community about the existence of the new facilities scheduling 

process and provide training as necessary  

 report back to Steering Committee on status of ongoing process changes 
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The initial Event Planning, Scheduling, and Communication Process Management team will 

undertake the implementation of Phase I. 

 

Phase II will commence as soon as a sub-committee can be formed, comprising 

representatives from IT, the Facilities Coordinator and other Site Coordinators.   

 

Phase III is expected to take place over the course of 2006, per the schedule projected by the 

IT services staff. 

 

 

Implementation Plan 
 

Phase I 

 

 This Process Management team has decided through its research that NECC 

needs a standardized scheduling process for booking (non-academic 

classrooms) and that the Facilities Coordinator and all Site Coordinators need 

to utilize the same process.   

 

As a short term goal the team is recommending that NECC‟s Banner system 

be utilized by the Facilities Coordinator and all Site Coordinators to enter all 

non-academic room requests into BANNER/SLAEVNT.  Once this process is 

required, all basic event information (name of event, date, room/NECC 

location start and end time) will be located in one place, allowing anyone with 

NECC/intranet access to look up the events taking place on any given day.   

 

To address privacy concerns in rooms with restricted use, Site Coordinators 

need not enter a description of the event, but still need to book the event in 

BANNER/SLAEVNT to capture all events in one place. 

 

As a result of this new requirement for the Facilities Coordinator and all Site 

Coordinators, the facility scheduling process will become automated rather 

than being a manual process as it currently is for some.  By standardizing the 

process, others could assume responsibility for this function in the absence of 

the current coordinators, or in the event of their departure for any reason.  In 

addition, with all coordinators utilizing the same system the confusion 

surrounding the process(es) would be eliminated. 

 

In addition, any internal user who needs to locate an event that has been 

scheduled or needs to identify an available space for an event will be able to 

check a centralized data source to find the information they need thereby 

saving time and improving efficiency. 
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 Since BANNER/SLAEVNT already exists and is used by the Facilities 

Coordinator, training (PM Phase I) could begin immediately.  Most Site 

Coordinators have already had some training in this process, so the amount of 

time needed for immediate training would be minimal.  No outside vendor 

would need to be brought in for training as the Facilities Coordinator 

schedules all events using this system and could provide all training needed. 

 

 The third part of Phase I involves working with the Marketing/Communications 

department to create a link on the NECC webpage entitled “Events Management” 

which would connect to a list containing all contact information needed for any 

user, internal or external, interested in scheduling an event or booking a room on 

any of the NECC campuses.  If an external user wants to book part of the NECC 

facilities right now, he/she needs to click through many links to figure out whom to 

contact.  An internal user needs to know to go through the intranet to fill out a 

facility request form.  All that confusion will be eliminated by having a contact 

information link readily available on the NECC homepage. 

 

Phase II 

 

 While Phase I can be implemented immediately, Phase II will require 

additional work.  After researching many products (web-based and software 

applications) the team has determined that the most efficient way of 

capitalizing on the resources we have available in-house would be to use the 

existing Banner system.  The system will require some modifications to 

automate and centralize the college‟s basic facility scheduling process and 

generate a calendar of scheduled events for viewing by internal and external 

users.  A sub-committee would need to be formed to address this task. 

 

A subcommittee comprised of IT staff, the Facilities Coordinator and Site 

Coordinators will determine the appropriate Banner modifications needed to 

accomplish the team‟s goals. 

 

Banner as it is currently configured cannot perform many of the functions 

needed to schedule and manage events at NECC, with the exception of 

showing the room as „booked‟, the date of the event, and the start and end 

time.  The information entered in Banner is only available to those who have 

access to the intranet.  With modifications, however, Banner would enable 

internal and external users to view all events scheduled on a calendar in a 

user-friendly capacity. 

 

 NECC has grown substantially since the “Guide to Facilities Use, Policy and 

Procedures” was created.  Many of the areas available for rental use or for 

events do not exist in the current “Guide” and the information on rental fees, 

services, etc., is outdated.  By updating the “Guide” and uploading it to the 

NECC website under “Events Management”, users will be able to have all the 

relevant information in one place, thereby eliminating any confusion or 

misinformation. 
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Phase III 

 

 Once Banner has been successfully modified to accommodate the most basic 

events management needs, further modifications need to take place, including 

developing a web-based form for users to request room reservations and any 

related services, based on the needs assessment we conducted.   

 

 The Facilities Coordinator and the Site Coordinators will need to be trained on 

the usage of the newly modified Banner system for room reservations, but 

since they will be involved in the process from the sub-committee level much 

of the training will be repeat information.  Any training needed can be 

conducted by the Facilities Coordinator, who is the primary user of the 

system. 

 

This new form, once linked to the NECC web-page, would take any event 

requester directly to the facilities scheduling process from the contact page.  

This would replace the current process in which internal and external users of 

NECC‟s facilities follow two different procedures.   

 

 An educational campaign for the college-wide community would need to be 

conducted, including sending out a broadcast e-mail, notifying the Observer 

staff of the new link on the NECC homepage, perhaps highlighting the new 

link to “Events Management” on the web-page.   

 

As stated earlier, we reached our conclusions concerning working with our in-house IT 

department to expand the Banner capabilities of the current system, rather than purchasing a 

different web-based system or a different software application, after much research.  The cost 

of purchasing a different system ranges from $2500 to over $7000.  In addition, whichever 

system was eventually purchased, our own IT department would still need to support that 

system, costing additional time and money.  Security factors are also a consideration for the 

web-based purchase, since our data would be housed externally, on their servers.   

 

The supervisors of each Site Coordinator and that of the Facilities Coordinator have all been 

notified of the prospective changes.  Throughout the course of our meetings it has become 

apparent that the multi-tiered process currently in effect does not work well, is inefficient and 

creates confusion for users. 

 

As the college continues to expand its facilities it becomes more important to use our 

resources as efficiently as possible, saving both time and money, and eliminating the need to 

hire additional staff to manage these facilities.  
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EVENTS PLANNING, SCHEDULING & COMMUNICATION GANTT CHART 

 2006 2007 
Tasks Who Start End 1/1 2/1 3/1 4/1 5/1 6/1 7/1 8/1 9/1 10/1 11/1 12/1 1/1 2/1 3/1 4/1 5/1 6/1 7/1 8/1 9/1 

P H A S E    I 
                           

 Standardization Coordinators 1/1/06 3/1/06                    
  

 Training A. Gagne 1/1/06 3/1/06                    
  

 Create Link Mar/Com 1/1/06 3/1/06                    
  

 Notify College A. Gagne 3/1/06 3/1/06                    
  

P H A S E   I I                            

 Create & 
Implement a 
Subcommittee to 

Work With IT A. Gagne 3/1/06 6/30/07                    

  

 Upload 
Scheduled 
Events Coordinators 3/1/06 6/30/06                    

  

 Standardize 
Policies A. Gagne 3/1/06 12/31/06                    

  

 Update Steering 
Committee Subcommittee 5/1/06 5/1/06                    

  

 Phase III Launch 
Meeting MEA/MJA 6/1/06 6/1/06                    

  

P H A S E   I I I                            

 Develop Banner 
Solution IT/Coordinators 7/1/06 6/30/07                    

  

 Update Steering 
Committee  Subcommittee  9/1/06  9/1/06                    

  

 Banner Progress 
Meeting MEA/MJA 9/1/06 9/1/06                    

  

 Banner Progress 
Meeting. MEA/MJA 12/1/06 12/1/06                    

  

 College-wide 
Education 
Campaign MAR/COM 6/30/07 6/30/07                    

  

 Coordinator 
Training IT 7/1//07 7/30/07                    

  

 Staff Training Coordinators 8/1/07 8/30/07                    
  

 Final Report to 
Steering 
Committee Subcommittee 9/1/07 9/1/07                    
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Analyzing the Results 
 

 

The success of this improvement theory will be measured on an on-going basis by the 

individuals directly involved in the process as the project moves through the various 

stages. 

 

The immediate benefits of a standardized process and central repository for all 

scheduled event information as proposed in Phase I will be the first step towards 

improved communication, increased efficiency and clarity of purpose which will 

benefit end users as well as the Facility and Site Coordinators.   

 

Measurable benefits will include: 

 

 Time efficiency gained by end-user‟s use of the one-step web-based facility 

request form 

 

 Time efficiency gained by Facilities and Site Coordinators by use of 

BANNER SLAEVENT 

 

 Clarity and improved communications will be realized through the 

comprehensive information provided to internal and external users by the 

web-based calendar 

 

 Clarity of the process by ensuring that the multitude of ways that events are 

currently scheduled will be replaced with one way to schedule events 

 

Phase II and III will require additional work to retool the Events Scheduling process.  

Viability will be measured on an on-going basis by the sub-committee members as 

the project progresses. 

 

A user tool will be provided for feedback on the effectiveness of the new system so 

that there is the opportunity for fine tuning. 
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Engrafting Improvements into the System 
 

 
The immediate standardization of the facility scheduling process will mean that all basic 

information will be gathered in one place.  This, along with a new NECC web page link 

providing access to Facilities and Site Coordinators contact information for the end user, 

will address the immediate communication issues identified by this group. 

 

 

A sub-committee will work with IT to initiate the development of a Banner product to meet 

the in-depth needs of the facility scheduling process.  Updated policies and procedures will 

guide event scheduling staff in regard to the many different situations that arise in the course 

of doing this work.  Training will be provided to the staff responsible for inputting 

information into the new system and internal and external users will be made aware of the 

events calendar which will be generated to provide easy access to information regarding 

events on campus.  
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Recommendations to the Steering Committee 
 

 
Team Name: 

 Event Planning, Scheduling and Communication 

 
Date: 
 December 16, 2005 

 
Team Sponsors: 

 Jean Poth and Ron Taber 

 

Recommendations for Steering Committee Feedback: 

Support (Yes or No) 

 

 

Yes No 

Phase I   
Immediate standardization of facility scheduling 

process including training (by Facilities Coordinator) 

on BANNER/SLAEVNT for all Site Coordinators 

 

  

Create a link on NECC web page to contact information 

for Events Scheduling 

 

  

Phase II   
Create sub-committee to work with IT to look at a 

Banner solution for standardizing scheduling process 

 

  

Upload all events currently scheduled but not located 

in BANNER/SLAEVNT 

 

  

Update/Standardize “Guide to Facilities Use, Policy and 

Procedures” 

 

  

Phase III   
Develop Banner/web based request form for users 

 
  

Train Facilities Coordinator and all Site Coordinators 

on usage of new product and educate college community 
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APPENDIX A 
Page 1 

Events Planning, Scheduling and Communication Process Management Team 

Updated 10-14-05 

NEEDS IDENTIFICATION INVENTORY 

 

THIS IS A PRELIMINARY WORKSHEET TO IDENTIFY WHAT IS NEEDED TO 

EFFECTIVELY COORDINATE EVENTS.  ADD ANY NEEDS Y OU HAVE 

INCLUDING FACILITY INFORMATION, SERVICES INFORMATION, BILLING 

INFORMATION, ETC. 

 

Primary Need:  A Centralized location to enter all event space and services requests. 

 

Below are needs identified at a meeting of the Process Management team on September 

28, 2005 and e-mail suggestions by Sue McAvoy, Bette Brown and 

Nancy Moran October 3, 2005. 
 

 

Date of Request 

 

Title of Event 

 

Location of Event: 

 Haverhill campus 

 Lawrence:  Franklin Street campus 

 Lawrence:  Amesbury Street campus 

North Andover location  (Need to address 

  materials delivery issues)  
 

Day of Event 

 

Date of Event 

 

Area/space requested 

 

Time of access needed to area/space requested: (*Note multiple set up begin 

and end time in comments section).  
 

Event Contact Person  Begin Time _________  End Time ___________  

Event    Begin Time _________  End Time ___________ 

A/V Set up    Begin Time _________  End Time ___________ 

Equipment Set-up   Begin Time _________  End Time ___________ 

Food Services   Begin Time _________  End Time ___________ 
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Computer Services   Begin Time _________  End Time ___________ 

      

 Note:  Requires 5 day advanced  

 notice for all computer cart requests 
 

Event Contact Name 

 

Event Contact Telephone Number 

 

Event Contact E-mail address 

 

Event Contact Cell Phone Number 

 

Name of Organization Scheduling the Event 

 

Minimum Attendance Expected 

 

Maximum Attendance Expected 

 

A/V Services checklist: 

 

 Monitor 

 VCR 

 Wireless Lapel Microphone 

 Projection Screen 

 Overhead projector 

 Beam 

 Videoconferencing 

 Video Camera 

 Other:  __________________   ___________________   ___________________ 

 

Food Service checklist: 

 

 Call Corporate Chefs 978-374-1345 

 

 Other:  __________________   ___________________   ___________________ 
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APPENDIX A 
Page 3 

 

Computer Services checklist: 

 

 Conference calls 

 Beam 

 Computer: ____ PowerPoint     ____ Internet  

 Screen 

 Other:  __________________   ___________________   ___________________ 

 

Tables: 

Quantity:  _____________   Size:  __________ 
Quantity:  _____________   Size:  __________ 

Quantity:  _____________   Size:  __________ 
 

Other: 

 

Coat Racks: ________________  ________________ 

 
Reserved Parking (specify):  ______________________   _______________________ 

 

Signage: ______________________________  _____________________________ 

 

Security: Begin Time:  __________ End Time:  _____________ 

 

Special Set-up: (specifics to be determined) 

 

Power sources needed: 

 Source type:_______________________________ 

 Equipment description:______________________ 

 

Extension cords:  Quantity:  ________  Length:  __________ 
 

Special Floor Plan:  (specifics to be determined) 

 

Registration table(s) location:  _________________________ 

 
Food service table(s) location:  _________________________ 

 

Display table(s) location:  _____________________________ 

 
Coat Rack(s) location:  _______________________________ 
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AV equipment location: 

 

Projection Screen:  _________ Projector:  ___________ 
 

Other:  _______________  Other________________ 

 

Sports and Fitness Center checklist: 

 
Bleachers Dates:  From:________  To:  ________ 

 Times:  Begin: _______  End:  _______ 

 

Fitness Center  
sound system: Dates:  From:________  To:  ________ 

 Times:  Begin: _______  End:  _______ 

 

Microphone:  Dates:  From:________  To:  ________ 
 Times:  Begin: _______  End:  _______ 

 

Mats on gym floor: Dates:  From:________  To:  ________ 

 Times:  Begin: _______  End:  _______ 
 

Concession Stand 

 to be open: Dates:  From:________  To:  ________ 

 Times:  Begin: _______  End:  _______ 

 
Provide information on how to request a Sign Language Interpreter:  

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Billing information when charges are incurred: 

 

Inside Organization?: ___ Yes ____ No 

 

Invoice Information: 

 

 Organization Name 

 Address 

 City 

 State 

 ZIP 

 Contact Name 
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A/V Charges 

Rental fee 

Security Fee 

For Profit 

Non-Profit 

Waivers 

 Computer Charges 

 Maintenance Fee 

 Janitorial Fee 

 Building Usage Fee 

 

Communicate events to end uses via calendar on the internet or intranet. 

 

Ability to post scheduled events to a calendar. 

 

Ability to communicate/disseminate information to: 

 

 Maintenance 

 Security 

 Event Contact 

 Campus Contact 

 A/V Department 

 Computer Services 

 Food Services 

 

Need to develop an electronic sign off method to confirm that once information above is 

communicated/disseminated to above departments, the appropriate department is in 

receipt of action items and event details. 

 

Ability to sort events calendar by location, chronologically. 
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Allison’s 
Questions: 

 

Is only one person responsible for 
scheduling conference room, 
classrooms for non-academic use, 

the gymnasium, etc or are there 
separate people who handle each 
section? 

 

What do you use to keep 
track of what you are 
scheduling, for instance do 

you use a scheduling book, 
the calendar on Microsoft 
outlook, Banner, etc? 

If there is more than one 
person responsible for 
scheduling space at the 

College are they also using 
the same tool to keep track of 
what they are scheduling?  If 

no, do you know what the 
others are using? 

 

Do you have a form for the 
users needs that either you 
fill out of you have the user 

fill out?  If there is more 
than one person 
responsible for scheduling 

space at the College are 
they also using the same 
form for the users needs?  

If no, is there form if they 
have one similar to yours? 

 

Do you have a master 
calendar of events? If yes, is 
it a master calendar that has 

all events on the campus on 
it? Can the whole college 
community view this 

calendar? Who is in charge of 
maintaining this master 
calendar? 

 

If you do not have a master 
calendar of events but do have a 
calendar for the space that you are 

responsible for, can the whole 
college view this calendar or do 
you just give it to certain people? If 

there is more than one person 
responsible for scheduling space 
at the College do they also have a 

calendar of events?  Is there 
calendar viewed by the college 
community or is it just given to 

certain people? 
  
If there is no calendar of events 

how are people able to see what 
has been scheduled on campus? 
 

 
 
 

 

 
Massasoit 

Community 
College  
Denise 

Gomes 
 

I schedule all of the above for 
Brockton campus events after first 

checking with other departments as 
needed.  Everyone must first contact 
me and then I call the appropriate 

department and reserve the space. 
Once determining if the space is 
available, I also determine whether or 

not overtime is necessary, what type 
and how many personnel are need to 
work the event, and then I either bill 

the outside group in advance OR I 
charge the overtime to the 
appropriate department once the 

timecards are submitted. Outside 
groups pay in advance, College 
events are billed the overtime 

charges.   Registrar’s Office for 
classroom space  Director of Theater 
for Auditorium or Little Theater  

Director of Athletics for Field House 
Usage  I am the only person that 
schedules use of our conference 

room.  We also have a Conference 
Center (for functions) across Rt 27 
and a Canton Campus.  They both 

have their own contacts and 
schedule their own events.   

I 
 made up a spread sheet for 

each day of the year and 
enter all events on this file.  
Since I schedule anywhere 

from 125 – 300+ events and 
meetings a month, it was the 
best way I could find to keep 

track of the events.  I also list 
on the spreadsheet whether 
or not I have received 

paperwork, the contact 
person or contract number, 
whether or not the event 

requires an overtime detail 
and what overtime needs to 
be assigned. I am also able 

to list what time the room or 
facilities need to be set up.  I 
found that on Banner, if a 

person called me to ask, for 
example, where and when a 
particular group was meeting, 

I could not find it in Banner.  
To schedule my events in 
Banner, I would also need to 

keep my own spreadsheet 
system anyhow. 
 

 
I have one form for outside 

groups which I complete, 
then mail for their 
signature.   

 
I have another form for 
College events.  This form 

must be completed by the 
person with signatory 
power for the budget being 

charged the overtime if 
overtime is indeed 
required.  They must also 

draw a diagram of how the 
room should be set up for 
this event. The form not 

only asked the time of the 
event, but what time the 
room or space needs to be 

set up.  A lot of events are 
for the students and they 
like to get in ahead of time 

to decorate the area being 
used. 
 

 
I update the spreadsheets as 

the requests for space are 
received.  I put my folder with 
all my activities on the 

College’s public folders 
section in email. I use Excel 
so that all employees of the 

College may view my events.  
This way, if the event is an 
evening event and I am not 

on campus, any employee 
has access to all meetings 
and outside groups. 

--- 
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Allison’s 
Questions: 

 

Is only one person responsible for 
scheduling conference room, 
classrooms for non-academic use, 

the gymnasium, etc or are there 
separate people who handle each 
section? 

 

What do you use to keep 
track of what you are 
scheduling, for instance do 

you use a scheduling book, 
the calendar on Microsoft 
outlook, Banner, etc? 

If there is more than one 
person responsible for 
scheduling space at the 

College are they also using 
the same tool to keep track of 
what they are scheduling?  If 

no, do you know what the 
others are using? 

 

Do you have a form for the 
users needs that either you 
fill out of you have the user 

fill out?  If there is more 
than one person 
responsible for scheduling 

space at the College are 
they also using the same 
form for the users needs?  

If no, is there form if they 
have one similar to yours? 

 

Do you have a master 
calendar of events? If yes, is 
it a master calendar that has 

all events on the campus on 
it? Can the whole college 
community view this 

calendar? Who is in charge of 
maintaining this master 
calendar? 

 

If you do not have a master 
calendar of events but do have a 
calendar for the space that you are 

responsible for, can the whole 
college view this calendar or do 
you just give it to certain people? If 

there is more than one person 
responsible for scheduling space 
at the College do they also have a 

calendar of events?  Is there 
calendar viewed by the college 
community or is it just given to 

certain people? 
  
If there is no calendar of events 

how are people able to see what 
has been scheduled on campus? 
 

Berkshire 
Community 
College 

Kim F. St. 
Pierre 

 
We have 3 different people who do 
the scheduling. 

1.  Classroom Space. 
2.  Rooms other than classrooms that 
are needed for college use. 

3.  Rooms other than classrooms that 
outside renters use. 
 

 
1. Classrooms...scheduling 
book. 

2. & 3. EventPro Software 
 
 

 
1. Classrooms...no form. 
2. College use...Facilities 

Use Form 
3. Outside use...Scope of 
Services Sheet 

 

 
For the most part, all college 
events are entered on 

EventPro...only a few people 
have access to this software.  
The Facilities Clerk is in 

charge of maintaining this 
calendar.  I also schedule 
events and have access to 

the EventPro Software. 

 
 
There is no calendar that can be 

viewed by the college community; 
although the Facilities Clerk sends 
out every week (via Everyone 

email) a Facilities Calendar  for 
everyone to view...this includes 
everything except classes. 

 

 
Mass Bay 

Community 
College 
Kathleen 

Elder 

I 
I schedule any external/internal 

events for all three campuses.  If a 
classroom is needed, I check with the 
Registrar's office to make sure it is 

available.  
 

 
I use the calendar on outlook 

so everyone can see the 
public calendar, however I 
keep my own personal folder 

with all information on events. 
If it is an external event I also 
keep a file on them and make 

sure I keep a paper trail.   
 

 
We do have a form, 

however we are going 
through some changes as 
well and are in the process 

of producing a more 
efficient form for 
organizations to fill out.   

 

 
We have a public calendar 

that everyone can see so 
they are aware of what is 
going on around campus and 

we also have a calendar of 
events on our website.  
Everything has to go through 

me so there is no confusion 
or double booking of facilities.  
I also take care of any A/V, 

set up, 
or catering.    
 

--- 
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Allison’s 
Questions: 

 

Is only one person responsible for 
scheduling conference room, 
classrooms for non-academic use, 

the gymnasium, etc or are there 
separate people who handle each 
section? 

 

What do you use to keep 
track of what you are 
scheduling, for instance do 

you use a scheduling book, 
the calendar on Microsoft 
outlook, Banner, etc? 

If there is more than one 
person responsible for 
scheduling space at the 

College are they also using 
the same tool to keep track of 
what they are scheduling?  If 

no, do you know what the 
others are using? 

 

Do you have a form for the 
users needs that either you 
fill out of you have the user 

fill out?  If there is more 
than one person 
responsible for scheduling 

space at the College are 
they also using the same 
form for the users needs?  

If no, is there form if they 
have one similar to yours? 

 

Do you have a master 
calendar of events? If yes, is 
it a master calendar that has 

all events on the campus on 
it? Can the whole college 
community view this 

calendar? Who is in charge of 
maintaining this master 
calendar? 

 

If you do not have a master 
calendar of events but do have a 
calendar for the space that you are 

responsible for, can the whole 
college view this calendar or do 
you just give it to certain people? If 

there is more than one person 
responsible for scheduling space 
at the College do they also have a 

calendar of events?  Is there 
calendar viewed by the college 
community or is it just given to 

certain people? 
  
If there is no calendar of events 

how are people able to see what 
has been scheduled on campus? 
 

 
 
 

 
Bunker Hill 
Community 

College 
Lauren 
Brennan 

 
Everyone books all rooms through 
the registrar's office.  

 
The Office of Conference 
Planning & Special Events 

send out an excel document 
with all outside events that 
are happening on campus.  

We also have some internal 
events on the sheet, only if 
our office is planning the 

event.  This is sent out to the 
communications division, the 
registrar's office, Fame Food 

Services, Campus Police, 
Audio Visual dept., 
Technology dept., and the 

Facilities dept.  This 
document lists the date, 
group, time, location, AV. 

needs, Campus Police 
needs, Maintenance needs, & 
Food service needs. 

 
 
 

 
We have a Facilities Rental 
Office Facility Reservation 

Request and Invoice form 
the we fill out internally, 
this forms includes:  The 

client’s information, 
requested facilities, 
requested personnel 

service, & required 
equipment and services.  
We send out a standard 

contract to the client, which 
includes this form. 

 
Yes, the Master Calendar has 
all events that are scheduled 

in the college.  It does not 
include The Office of 
Conference Planning & 

Special Events events in it.  
The calendar is sent out in 
print form and can be viewed 

on the web site.  The 
publications office in charge 
of compiling the information 

and distribution.  
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Allison’s 
Questions: 

 

Is only one person responsible for 
scheduling conference room, 
classrooms for non-academic use, 

the gymnasium, etc or are there 
separate people who handle each 
section? 

 

What do you use to keep 
track of what you are 
scheduling, for instance do 

you use a scheduling book, 
the calendar on Microsoft 
outlook, Banner, etc? 

If there is more than one 
person responsible for 
scheduling space at the 

College are they also using 
the same tool to keep track of 
what they are scheduling?  If 

no, do you know what the 
others are using? 

 

Do you have a form for the 
users needs that either you fill 
out of you have the user fill out?  

If there is more than one person 
responsible for scheduling 
space at the College are they 

also using the same form for the 
users needs?  If no, is there 
form if they have one similar to 

yours? 

 

Do you have a master 
calendar of events? If 
yes, is it a master 

calendar that has all 
events on the campus 
on it? Can the whole 

college community view 
this calendar? Who is in 
charge of maintaining 

this master calendar? 

 

If you do not have a master 
calendar of events but do have a 
calendar for the space that you are 

responsible for, can the whole 
college view this calendar or do 
you just give it to certain people? If 

there is more than one person 
responsible for scheduling space 
at the College do they also have a 

calendar of events?  Is there 
calendar viewed by the college 
community or is it just given to 

certain people? 
  
If there is no calendar of events 

how are people able to see what 
has been scheduled on campus? 
 

 
Ann 
Desroches 

[adesroches
@stcc.edu] 

 
I am responsible for scheduling any 
room on campus for non-academic 

use, including our gym.  Our Athletic 
Director does the scheduling of 
athletic practices games etc.  and I 

confer with him concerning use of the 
gym should it be needed for a non-
academic or academic event.  I do 

also schedule all special academic 
events including Student Activities 
events, symposiums, union meetings 

etc. 
 

 
I use our email system 
calendar function for 

scheduling.  (Which is 
GroupWise.) 
Our IT staff has created an 

Activities and Events 
calendar for me on 
GroupWise.   

I have given 'read only' 
access to this calendar to the 
entire campus community. 

I also enter events into the 
college computer system 
which is DataTel but only 

when scheduling a classroom 
to ensure that those booking 
academic classes and I are 

not double booking 
classrooms.   
 

 
I do have a room reservation 
form for users needs.  I fill this 

form out for our President's 
Office and also for those from 
the 'outside community' that will 

be having an event on our 
campus.  Those within the 
campus community fill the form 

out themselves. 
 

 
Yes, we do have a 
master calendar of 

events.  I do make sure 
that all campus events 
are on this calendar and 

yes, the whole college 
community can view this 
calendar.  I maintain the 

master calendar. 
 

 

Melissa 
Latour 
[mlatour@hc

c.mass.edu] 

 
HCC has multiple people scheduling 
rooms at the college.  I schedule 

various conference rooms and our 
auditorium for external groups.  The 
managers of the athletic center 

schedule that facility, DCE and the 
Registrar's office schedule 
classrooms, while our Center for 

Business and Professional 
Development schedules certain 
rooms that belong to that office. 

 
I use Filemaker Pro; other 
people use  EMS Lite, a 

scheduling book, Excel. 

 
Internal users do not fill out a 
form for the rooms that I 

schedule.  External groups that 
are charged need to complete a 
"Permit/Reservation for Use of 

College Facilities Form.  Our 
recreation center has its own 
form which is not similar the 

Permit/Reservation Form.  All 
groups are asked to fill out the 
athletic center's form. 

 
There is no master 
calendar of events. 

My calendar is give to only certain 
people; other departments do the 
same.  Various offices take copies 

of my schedule in order to help 
visitors who inquire about events.  
Also,  the switchboard operator 

compiles a daily listing of events 
from e-mail announcements and 
various schedules.  Events are 

posted to a PowerPoint 
presentation by the switchboard. 
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There are three types of possible solutions this team has examined.  The first would be an in-house solution, through Outlook Exchange or 
Banner.  The second would be a web-based solution (FSDirect) and the third type would be a software application (EventPro).  Each has 
benefits and drawbacks, as described below.  Although no one product will satisfy all needs, the product chosen must interface with Banner 
to ensure that all NECC data is housed in one central location. 

              

  
Outlook 
Exchange BANNER FS Direct Event Pro Comments/Considerations   

Components             

              

Web based product   

Self Service 
is Web 
Based ●   

Security concerns raised by NECC IT 
staff   

Software purchase   We own it   ● 
Hardware, software and maintenance 
expenses on an annual basis   

Existing NECC application ● ●         

              

Enables event requesters to 
check facility availability and 
submit usage requests ● 

Checking 
availability 
and 
Requesting 
can be 
implemented ● ● 

BANNER - does not allow users to 
request a room   

              

Automatically routes usage 
requests to facility 
coordinator   

Can be 
implemented ● ●     

              

Automatically emails event 
service providers (IT, 
Maintenance, Food Service, 
AV, Security, Sports Center 
Supervisor) regarding event 
set-up and break down 
requirements   

Can be 
implemented ● ●     
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Tracks all facilities requests 
and bookings   

Can be 
implemented ● ●     

              

Allows booking of single or 
multiple rooms at a location 
for single event and 
recurring event schedules   ● ● ●     

              

Allows event requesters to 
select room setup 
configuration and check 
room capacity   

Config: Part 
of request 
form 
Capacity: is 
currently a 
location 
attribute ● ● 

EventPro -allows facilities coordinator 
to create electronic floor plans   

              

Displays scheduled events 
on interactive calendar, 
including location, start time 
and status, viewable by 
internal and external users ● ● ● ● 

FSDirect - cannot be viewed by 
external users                                                       
Outlook - unclear                      
BANNER - Display is being 
implemented via Web access/ Allison 
to review by Mid Dec.   

              

Track facility usage costs 
with billing, payment and 
usage summary   

Can be 
implemented ● ●     

              

Supports setup of standard 
schedule fees for invoicing   

Can be 
implemented ● ● 

BANNER - part of Events 
Management Implementation   

              

Automatically generates 
invoices for facility usage 
events, including invoicing 
terms, PO number, deposit, 
organization, billing 
information and line item 
charges    Part of form ● ●     
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Generates insurance policy 
expiration notifications     ●   EventPro - unclear   

              

Ability to ID special services 
w/ comment box   Part of form   ●     

              

Automatic e-mail 
confirmation to event 
requester confirming room 
and needs have been 
scheduled.   

Can be 
implemented   ●     

              

Can interface with BANNER 
system   ●     EventPro - unclear   

              

Ability to differentiate and 
route internal vs. external 
requests   

Can be 
implemented   ●     

              

Form to request OT for all 
service providers   Part of form   ●     

              

Cost 

no 
additional 
cost 

no additional 
cost $2490/yr. 

up to 
$10,000 for 
first year, 
+18% of 
current 
software 
price for tech 
support 
annually 

EventPro - price could be as low as 
$4100 (+ $495/site coordinator, +18% 
tech support) if SQL version not 
needed BANNER MIS's priorities are 
aligned with the school's priorities    
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Question to Site Coordinators from Allison Gagne: 
 
I know we are all so busy but can you please take a few minute to help me out with some data I am collecting for the Events, 
Planning and Communication Process Management Team that I am on this semester.  
 
What I am looking for is how you handle your room bookings.  Can you please send me a brief description on how you 
scheduled people into your rooms that you are responsible for booking? Where do you keep track of who, when, where and 
what you are booking? How do you communicate with the rest of the college if anybody of what you have scheduled? 
 
Please send to me a sample page of what you are using to record your bookings and a sample page of what you are using to 
communicate this information to the rest of the college community.  
 
I know some of us don’t use banner and we have other ways of handling our room schedules and I know some of us don't 
have a special way of communicating to the college what they have booked or only communicate it to some people and that 
is fine.  There is no right or wrong way of doing what I am asking for.   That is why we are having this Process Management 
Committee because we are trying to come up with a system that works for everyone and is consistent across the board. 
 

 
Answers were as follows: 
 
Allison Gagne 
Facilities Coordinator 
 I use my scheduling book to put down all the information of my bookings and then I enter the booking into banner 
and if people need to see what I have scheduled they can see it on the intranet as long as it is entered into banner.   
 

 
Nancy Moran  
IT Services 
   This is what happens when someone wants to reserve a computer lab: 
 
Computer lab reservations are made first for all courses that require computer lab time as part of the curriculum (i.e. 
Computer Applications, Computer Illustration, Basic Writing, etc.).  This is coordinated with the Registrar and each division 
via the normal scheduling process. 
 
After the needs of those classes have been met, computer labs are reserved on a first-come first-served basis. When faculty 
wants computer lab time they must go through their division DAAS.  If approved, the DAAS will forward the request to me via 
email.  The email must include course number, CRN, course name, and the date, time and campus they are interested in.  If 
they are interested in more than one date or they have some flexibility with dates/times that information should be included in 
the email request.  It is also important any special software requirements are included as well so the proper room is assigned.  
If the lab request is for the entire semester I forward a copy to Registrar so they can enter it into Banner.  If the request is for 
a few meetings only I enter it in Banner under SLAEVNT. 
 
Any requests for lab time from non-NECC employees I forward to you. 
 
I require all computer lab request be sent to me via email.  Once a room is reserved I send a confirmation back to the 
requestor via email. 
 
Every computer lab reservation is put into Banner, either as a course or an event.  I do also keep a chart of all the labs and 
their schedule as it's easier to look at than Banner is.  I have attached a copy of an old scheduled for your review. 
 

 
Kathy Ronaldson 
CBI 
   Presently, we are doing it the old fashioned, inefficient and ineffective way, by handwriting into a calendar.  I know 
you commented in the meeting last week that this was an issue that it wasn't in Banner, but it is in the works. 
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Bette Brown  
CES 
   Right now my only choice is to put it on a calendar.  I needed to be trained on Banner's room mgmt system, but have 
had a problem getting coordinated with Deb Naudzunas. 
 
I would love a management system that I can sort by location (i.e. NAS).  That way I can bring up only what I need to look at.  
I would also like room management that will not only be sorted rooms versus events but for my needs I would like an option 
to bring up everything in one schedule. 
 

 
Vanessa Pepin 
Corporate and Community Education Center Office of Community Education 
   All the rooms that we get through you or the Registrar go into Banner.  For the classes held in North Andover, Bette 
Brown has given each Program Manager 4 rooms.  The Program Manager takes care of assigning a room for a class, if they 
need to they can swap or borrow rooms from the other PM's. 
So we use banner to do all of our scheduling and Banner is also our way of communicating to the college what it is that we 
have scheduled. 
 

 
Maria Hom 
College Life & Healthy Living 
   All Athletics & Sport & Fitness Center Information are gathered by our master schedule  
  
Individual groups using our facilities are entered into a workbook by sport, name, year, hourly rate, payment information.  We 
keep on files Certificate of Insurance for each particular group (Please see attached sample).  We communicate reservations 
or changes thru our master schedule to:  Allie Gagne, Linda Hudson and Security. 
 

 
Cindy Hideriotis 
President's Office 
 I book the President's Conference Room on the Haverhill campus.  I have access to the PCR schedule in Lawrence 
but Myrna does the majority of the booking for that campus (You might want to ask her these questions too).  
 
The PCR is primary used to meetings that involve the president.  I have a calendar in my outlook that is dedicated to the 
conference room (I also have a calendar for the Lawrence PCR).   
 
At times because space is not available people call me to book the room.  If it is free I enter it on the calendar for the time 
they need.  I communicate this information to anyone else. 
 

 
Jim Hellesen 
AV Department 
 I book rooms A-124, A-112 and A-126.  I use a month by month calendar to keep track of the room booking.  I also 
have a large bulletin board that I put each booking for the upcoming week on a note card.  This allows me to see all the 
upcoming bookings at glance.  I do not use banner to book the room requests that I receive from faculty however if Allison 
Gagne or the registrar’s office calls me for use of one of my rooms I know that they enter those requests into banner. Banner 
is not very helpful when you need to visualize what you have booked. 
 

 
Deb Naudzunas 
Registrars 
 I book all classroom space for all credited classes and for Haverhill non/credited classes.  I enter all my booking into 
banner and my communication of what I have booked is through the intranet.  After all non/ credited and credited classes 
have been booked, the rooms can be used by Allison Gagne if she has outside users that would like to rent them or by 
anyone at NECC that needs them for meeting space.  All of my requests for classroom space are done through email 
however we are working on creating a classroom request form that will be somewhat like the Facility Confirmation form that 
Allison uses. 


